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SCHLEMM MODEL
FEATURES AND COMPONENTS
1- CORNEA RIM (OPEN SKY)
2- TRABECULAR MESHWORK (TM)
3- IRIS
4- SCHLEMM’S CANAL PATH 360°
5- MIGS INSTRUMENT
6- COLLECTOR CHANNEL

OPEN-SKY design allows for clear angle
visualization with and without gonio-prisms, and
eliminates the use of coupling gels or viscoelastics.
Pre-made 2mm incisions at 4 quadrants eliminate
the need for sharps.
Collector channels allow hydration/lubrication of
Schlemm’s canal by capillary action.

SCHLEMM MODEL
SETUP

JUST BEFORE USE:
Place a drop of water on a couple of
the collector channel openings.
The fluid will be absorbed into
Schlemm’s canal by capillary action.
Do not inject fluid as this can create
pressure that can damage the
Trabecular Meshwork.
Let capillary action draw the fluid in
passively.

TIP: Add a drop of water to the exterior of the pre-made incisions to lubricate them and make
insertion and manipulation of instruments easier for the user.

TILTING HOLDER
FEATURES AND COMPONENTS
The tilting holder features an adjustable arm for precise control of the eye position and angle.
It also features a strong suction cup base for secure attachment to smooth surfaces like metal,
plastic or glass. The soft eyelid retains the model, and it is easily inserted and extracted.

Insert the SCHLEMM model by gently peeling
the eyelid margins open until the eye is
completely inserted. Adding a couple drops
of water to the holder helps during assembly

ROMANO SIMULATION HEAD
for MIGS

Take your simulation experience to the next level with the
ROMANO simulation head.

CT/MRI derived structures
Soft forehead for hand support
Prominent nose for realistic surgical constraint
Adjustable tilting tray
Portable format/ Accurate proportions
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SURGICAL SIMULATION
FUNDAMENTALS

MAIN AIM: Simulate a surgical SCENARIO, not human living TISSUE; It has to be understood that the main purpose of
synthetic simulators is to facilitate discussions about devices, surgical sequence or equipment operation, NOT to
simulate physiological phenomena or tissue mechanics.
SET EXPECTATIONS: Communicate model limitations before the exercise – Exploit its benefits (better visualization,
repeatability, availability) and take advantage of stress free environment to educate/explore/experiment and
ENGAGE
MEASURE: Repeatable models mean repeatable scenarios; this lends itself to repeatable parameters for assessment
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